HBC GOLF SIMULATOR
Is it Snowing or raining or maybe you couldn’t get that round in before it got dark? Now any
day, anytime you can play in perfect conditions on the HBC Golf Simulator
Come alone, with friends or as part of a foursome. Be prepared for a truly immersive
experience while you play one of our 500+ courses.
The simulator gives you an opportunity to practice on a driving range, hit to specific greens
for target practice. Long drive and closest-to-the-pin contest are available as well.

Simulator Information
❖ $30 per hour (split among whomever plays)
❖ Your regular golf balls and tees you use on the course can be used at our simulator
❖ Bring your own clubs, balls and tees
❖ All clubs and golf balls must be completely clean to not mark the projection screen
❖ No golf shoes or soft spike shoes. Clean, comfortable shoes work best & will not harm
the Astroturf
CALL 608.489.7486 TO RESERVE YOUR TIME SLOT

Tee times will be reserved in ½ hour increments. Due to high demand, we must charge for
time reserved, even if you finish early. Going over the time reserved will result in a charge for
the next ½ hour.
The time it takes varies due to pace of play, experience using a simulator and overall
handicap of each golfer. Typically, we figure the following holds true for most golfers:

Number of Players

Time for 9 Holes

Time for 18 Holes

1 Player

½ Hour

1 Hour

2 Players

1 ½ Hour

2 ½ Hours

3 Players

2 Hours

3 Hours

4 Players

3 Hours

4 Hours

Join The Fun - Reserve Your Time Slot Today
Walk-ins are not allowed at this time.
Scheduled appointments allow time to safely clean and space groups.
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